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Shemesh Comes to Market with a Trio of Innovations 

Enhanced Round Wipes Stuffing Capabilities
High Speed Round Wipes in Stand-Up Pouch Machine

New Wet Wipes Line. A Lot to look forward to from Shemesh. 

Despite what has been a volatile time for the industry to say the least, Shemesh Automation Wet Wipes, a division of Shemesh Automation, 

has not forgotten its core competency: constant innovation. The bellwether’s prominent positioning as a global market leader in the 

industry naturally places Shemesh in a sweet spot to identify market trends and incorporate more innovative tools allowing our customers to 

diversify and cope more effectively with market demands. This, in turn establishes very exciting news that we are announcing to the market 

today:  

1. SAS160 & SAS500: Round Wipes Canisters Stuffers

These all-new models are capable of running at 160ppm and 500ppm respectively. Building on the great empirical success of our SAS60, SAS120 

and SAS250 round wipes canisters stuffers (designed for 60ppm, 120ppm and 250ppm throughputs respectively), Shemesh Automation, the 

first company in the world to successfully launch a high-speed vertical round wipes canisters stuffer back in 2013, is now introducing two 

more models to the market.

For the 160ppm SAS160 model, Shemesh is using the exact same proven technology as our current 120ppm SAS120 model while slightly increa-

sing the turret size in order to achieve the higher throughput. 

Our SAS500 also uses the same proven technology which is then multiplied from 1 to 4 turrets inside one monoblock, resulting in 48 stuffing 

stations into which four rolls are being simultaneously fed via four independent chutes. The “Quadro Approach” is quite similar to the She-

mesh SAS250 Duo Stuffer of which Shemesh already has multiple successful installations. 

SAS500 Main advantages: 

• Proven concept

• Easy to changeover - one turret at a time while

others can still run - thereby minimizing downtime

significantly.

• Safety separators built-in to separate the turrets

• Can run any or all turrets

• Jam in one turret will not stop the other three

turrets from running - thereby allowing continuous

operation

Furthermore, the SAS160, SAS500 and the rest of the Shemesh 

Stuffers – SAS60, SAS120 & SAS250 – now incorporate enhanced software and more industry 4.0 features making the Shemesh Stuffers easier 

to track efficiency, more user friendly to operate, while functions as smart “Roll Crash Prevention Control” mechanisms contribute to a more 

consistent, accurate and quiet operation than ever before.

 EMBARGOED: 12th JULY

The SealPro200. Part of the Shemesh TKS200 line, 
to be demonstrated at the Index Show, Geneva, this October

https://shemeshautomation.com/machines/machine-cat/core-line-packaging-machinery/automated-loading-machines/


2.       CITADEL X: All-In-One Downstream Packaging Machine for 

    Round Wet Wipes in Ready-Made Bags At A Throughput Of 100-120ppm

Following the smashing success of our Citadel-R and Citadel-J monoblock models (for all-in-one packaging 

in lower speeds of refill/consumer and jumbo rolls respectively), the Citadel-X is our most recent in-line 

design for higher speeds of 100-120ppm all-in-one downstream packaging for dry and/or wet applications 

when packing up to 300ct rolls in stand-up-pouches.

The new Citadel-X design builds upon decades of Shemesh Automation’s proven expertise in different 

technologies, such as liquid filling, rolls stuffing, bag feed, bag opening and conduction sealing.

   

                            3.       TKS200: A-Z Canister Wipes Line. From Master roll to Palletizing.

Following the company’s announcement from last September, Shemesh Automation Wet 

Wipes is currently on track with the build of its all new TKS200 complete A-Z canister wipes 

line. The TKS200 includes a Shemesh made stuffer, filler, sealer, capper, labeller, cans des-

crambler, end of line case packer, palletizer, rewinder integration, buffers, smart conti-

nuous sealer and labeller magazines as well as built-in quality control features throughout 

the TKS200, which is designed to run at a constant speed of 200ppm.

Shemesh will showcase two TKS200 machines at the Shemesh 1600 square foot stand at 

the INDEX show in Geneva, Switzerland this October. After that the entire core line will be 

demonstrated to selected market participants at the Company’s North American headquarters in Green bay, Wisconsin. 

The Shemesh-made canister wipes lines are the only ones in the world made by just one manufacturer. This is a huge advantage – not only 

because of Shemesh’s exquisite expertise in building these lines which contain such different technologies from stuffing to liquid filling, 

conduction sealing, capping, labelling, case packing and palletizing, but also from both software and mechanical integration as well as from 

an after sales perspective.

Shai Shemesh, CEO of Shemesh Automation, commented: “Covid-19 has changed many industries forever, and 

ours is not an exception. Regardless of whether or not Covid-19 is here to stay, one thing is certain: the world is 

now more hygiene-conscious than ever before. While we see a short-term stabilization in market demand, we also 

believe that medium as well as long term demand should remain elevated relative to pre-covid-19 levels. 

In addition, the pandemic and the resulting shortage in raw materials - coupled with a stronger awareness to 

sustainability - accelerated the use of round wipes in stand-up pouches. From what we concluded from collabora-

ting with customers in the market around the world, Shemesh believes that this trend, too will not fade out

 but only intensify. Indeed, we keep on seeing the sharpest increase in CITADEL sales to an extent these are now 

catching up with our XPANDERS’.

Observing the above trends and listening to the market played a crucial role in our decision to develop the tools we bring to market today 

in yet another step in an already familiar trajectory of constant growth together with our customers.” 

++++++++ ENDS ++++++++

TKS-200 Line

Shai Shemesh
CEO: Shemesh Automation

https://sawetwipes.com/machines/citadelr/
https://sawetwipes.com/machines/j-series-2/
https://sawetwipes.com/blog/shemesh-unveils-a-200ppm-wipes-line-in-a-4mm-investment-incl-a-new-showroom-spares-inventory/


Available for interview: Shai Shemesh: CEO, Shemesh Automation

For media enquiries and to arrange interviews please contact:

Anna Kingsley: CMO, Shemesh Automation: anna.k@shemeshautomation.com

More info on our full range of machines and Shemesh: 

www.sawetwipes.com  |  www.shemeshautomation.com

About Shemesh Automation:

With over 30 years’ in the industry, Shemesh Automation is a global leader in the high-end packaging and assembly machinery and 

industrial automation appliances manufacturing arena. Currently under second-generation management, the family-owned bu-

siness, supports over 1800 assets in over 30 countries around the world. Its nonwovens arm, Shemesh Automation Wet Wipes (www.

sawetwipes.com) is a global pioneer in nonwovens downstream packaging equipment with cutting-edge technology positioned at the 

very forefront of the industry. Shemesh is represented in 13 countries around the world with offices in the US, UK, France and Israel. Its 

London-based office coordinates global ops and its Israeli office takes advantage of the incredible local engineering talent and innova-

tion. Shemesh’s unique combination of UK customer-centric service with an Israeli startup mentality to push the technical boundaries, 

plus the use of top-notch parts from German manufacturers has greatly contributed to its success. “We don’t just see ourselves as a 

company which builds cutting-edge machinery, but instead we want to become your partner for a long and successful journey. As such, 

we pay particular attention to our after-sales to ensure we provide a premium service. “Let us build your vision” is not just our slogan. 

Simply put, this is what we do, day-in day-out” - Eli Shemesh, Founder.
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